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Abstract

This practicum looks at Chinese shopping culture and develops a retail space for

Chinese working women in Canada based on feminist theories, cultural studies, retail

design theories, and Chinese Landscape and Chinese Astrology philosophies. An

exploration on how multiculturalism can add to ihe underslanding of interior design by

addressing the needs of a specral population is also discussed. lt investigates a

prototype Chinese style clothing store with Chinese cultural elements in a Canadian

city. lt is mainly for Chinese working women who are in their late twenties and thirties.

The study seeks to provide not only a place for shopping but also a wonderful

gathering space for Chinese working women. ln addition, this study provides a diverse

shopping exper¡ence for all Canadians. A clothing store in this circumstance is

basically a Chinese Canadian store that differs from a common western store by

combining eastern and western cultures.

The project is designed to be located in a highly visible, easily accessible

streetscape in Winnipeg; that is, customers can watch the street and pedestrians can

also look into the store. lt is located in a multicultural community that has many bars,

restaurants and clothing stores. Local people like to visit this location in their leisure

time. This prototype store can also be located in other cities in Canada with similar

neighborhood characters and demographics.

This Chinese style store in Canada not only allows Chinese working women to

have an opportun¡ty to be proud of their own cultural heritage but also ìs useful for

main stream Canadians to gain exposure to another culture, to experience the exotic,



and to have an alternative shopping chotce. The new type of Chinese store w¡ll

become an asset in the streetscape of a multicultural city in Canada.
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lntroduction:

In this practicum, a prototype Chinese style clothing store will be developed for

Chinese working women in Canada. An exploration of this unique user group wiìl lead

to better goods and services for the Asian population as well as an opportunity to

promote Asian/Canadian design. lt also leads to an expression of multiculturalism in

Canada and a unique store design for Canadians.

Considering feminist theories, which concern and raise questions about gender

identity and difference, the study also describes the design of a prototype retail space

with Chinese cultural elements. The space is not only for shopping but also a

gathering place for Asran working women. lt can not only offer Chinese working

women an opportunity to experience and be proud of the¡r own cultural heritage, but

also useful for main stream Canadians to gain exposure to another culture, experience

the exotic, and have an alternat¡ve shopping choice.

Understanding the specific business of the retail clients is ¡mportant and

necessary for creating a retail design. The Iiterature review section w¡ll look at retail

design theories, reta¡l des¡gn history and Chinese retail design history to better

understand retail business. Furthermore, the study will also consider how gender

identity and cultural elements applied in this retail space. Chinese landscape

philosophy is a concentrated carrier of Chinese philosophy and culture, and some

design concepts will be drawn from it, as well as other Chinese cultural elements.

Through study of fashion history, Chinese shopping culture, working women and

shopping; the relationship between feminist theories, cultural studies, retail design

theory and this space will be explored.



ln this document, four case studìes will be investigated to offer precedents about

how to successfully bring cultural elements into a retail design as detailed analysis in

the case studies section. Proper materials, Iighting, and space planning techniques are

also covered in an investigation of retail space. The result of this study proposes the

design of a retail space for the Asian market in a Canadian city.

Statement of Topic lntention:

This topic selection is based on the reiail market trend and the retail design

theories that concluded from studies of statistical data and the results of reviewing

related theories. lt is also partly affected by personal interest and background in

different design disciplines and experience as a working woman. During the research

process, it is found that the topic is related to many aspects of different design fields.

Through literature review of Feminist theories, Retail design iheory, Retail design

history, Chinese retail design history, Fashion history, Chinese shopping culture,

Working women and shopping, Demographic and market, ¡t is observed that not only

have women played a significant role in retail space design: both as a designer and a

client; but also the topic of retail space design itself is always worthy of continuous

study. Based on the statistical study in the section of "demographic and market", ii is

demonstrated that the female user dominates the market now and women's clothing

still accounts for No.l sales ín retail business. This data shows that women are more

likely than men to spend much of iheir time and money on shopping.

Some discussions on the topic of "Culture ldentity Restructure" (Yuhe, Zhang,

2003) in a Chinese magazine "Cross-culture Dialogues" shows that as the As¡an



population increases, new immigrants tend to seek their own inherited traditional

culture through generat¡ons and try to fínd themselves in the nation while they

restructure their cuìtural identity in a new multì-cultural socíety. For example, even

though the population disiribution and features are various in different cities, the same

cultural heritages still bring the same influence. Ihis prototype Chinese style store

designed in Winnipeg will also work very well and can be easily moved to any other

Canadian cities, because it is only a matter of changing locaiion and all the design

elements will remain the same, like any other branded stores. When customers come

into this store, the same design elements - signage, color, materials as well as similar

layout plans w¡ll give them a sense of familiarity, A gender specifically designed space,

which intended to attract young working women and designed to meet their needs, can

accomplish shopping activity in an easy way and can be a wonderful social place ¡n

which women can chat and communicate, have teas, take a break and meet new

friends - without ever leaving sight of the selling floor. They can have more time to

commun¡cate with each other and get advice from friends and sales clerks. lt intends

to provide Chinese working women with a place they enjoy visiting, a place where they

can be proud of their cultural heritage. Furthermore, it wíll serve as a place to

experience Chinese culture for women of other ethnicities.

Project Description:

Since the workplace ¡s a competitive place for both women and men, and the

modern society has a faster pace than before, peopìe value efficiency. There are

increasing pressures in the work environment- Therefore, a relaxing retail environment



for people to chat and to communicate with ease and enjoyment after work hours would

be beneficial for both buyers and retailers. Proving individual customer service can

make shopp¡ng a leisure activity, diminishing the idea of "work".

This fashion store would focus on attracting working women who are in their late

twenties and thirties, who tend to demand high-quality products and meticulous

service. The space will be a relaxing, wide open area where fashion specialists are on

hand to adv¡se customers. Just like "Peony culture", "Fan culture" and "Chinese opera",

"Tea culture" is also an ¡mportanl parl of Chinese culture. A tea area and wireless

internet will be placed in this clothing store to support the social activities. This will

address the current trend of shopping as a social activity for working women. They can

chat while waiting for their friends or making new friends, it would be an amusing place

where many things could be accomplished at once in an easy way to better reveal the

concept of use shopping as a social activity.

By introducing Chinese cultural elements into a retail space, this store

demonstrates how to merge east and west culture through the media of interior design.

Besides the use of "Yin Yang", "Courtyard" theories in space planning, many furniture

and partitions in this space use elements from the furniture of Ming dynasty by using a

whole original piece or part of the furníture, such as the railing and the display cabinets.

According to Nian Xiang Wang (2003), Ming dynasty furniture represents the

quintessence of Chinese ancient furniture; its mold-making and workmanship all reach

the limit. Classical Ming dynasty furniiure holds sway over a region by its refined and

unique workmanship, exquisite style and only very few remain. The aesthetic value of

Ming dynasty far exceed the exterior value of traditional furniture itself, it is actual



unusual treasures of Ch¡nese ancient ad. Using elements from Ming dynasty furniture

is also a way to learn Chinese culture and make the space more Chinese.

A clothing store in this circumstance basically is a product of mixed eastern and

western culture; it can use contemporary space planning technique but be full of

Chinese cultural elements in the space in terms of color, pattern, furnilure, and space

planning, as well as signage. lt will not only attract Chinese and other Asian working

women, but Canadian working women as well.

Process of lnquiry:

The major investigative process conducted in thìs study involves multi-method

approaches. Key steps will be as follows:

. To collect literature about the origin, development and history of retail design in

China, to discover the nature of the space, to benefit from observing the process

of a business in contemporary design work.

. Collect visual images from published books, artistic productions, and photo-

documentations to determine the combination of des¡gn techniques that are

applied.

Literature review on feminist theory, retail design history, retail design theory,

Chinese retail design history, fashion history, Chinese shopping culture, working

women and shopping, demographic and market.

Selection of a street front siie in a typical multicultural Canadian community.

Systematic, objective analysis of all the information collected for this

project.



. Design program

. Design investigation

Result of Literature Review:

Feminist theory:

The feminisl concern with "difference" may be adopted because it reflects

sensitivity toward the variety of cultural experiences in which women find themselves.

Differences can also be seen as either exotica or the inequities that are found in

pluralistic societies that have multiple and dist¡nct publics, or as a reflection of the

overlapping identities and eclectic aspect of all postmodern societies (Farganis, '1994,

p2). This theory can also apply to multi-cuftural space, which creates different cultural

experience and many "differences" in a pluralistic society, The designed space will use

many traditional elements to imply cultural difference; it is designed by both traditional

Chinese design languages and modern design methods. For example, the modern

materials that are used in this design never appeared in traditional Chinese interior

design. As well, customers who come to this store will find their different ideniity as a

member of a minority in a shopping space.

Feminist theory addresses both the needs of young women and the needs of

ethnic mínorities in Canada- lt is concerned with the inclusion and understanding of a

unique user group. Generally speaking, contemporary feminist theory contains

predominant themes that have generated debate since '1963. These themes are (a)

equitable treatment, (b) women's standpoint, and (c) the postmodern rendering of

"difference." (Hein & Korsmeyer, 1993).



Feminist theory shares with all postmodern theory the question of whether there

are objective points of reference or only divergent interpretations (Benhabib, 1992). lt

highlights the assumption that the ìdentity of the observer and observed is shaped by

gender and that by looking at the world through women's eyes, the social world can

described and explained from a new and fuller perspective.

Farganis ('1994) states that in summary, when feminist theory embraces

postmodernism, it gives legitimacy to all voices, including its own; it raises questions

about the stability of ¡dent¡ty, even gender identity (p44). The postmodernism feminist

stressed the "variety" and "difference" in one of their theories.

(http://www.uschinasc.org/magS'1/ma95101 . htm). This is one of the reasons the

existence of this type of space is necessary in a multicultural community,

Morris M. (1999) theorizes that recent feminist theory in a number of academic

domains has provided a great many tools for any critical study of myths of identity and

difference, and the rhetoric of 'place' in everyday life.

According to Farganis (1994), feminist theory is like a transmittal line between self

and power. lt allows questions such as how she comes to fashion herself, how she

comes to think of herself, know of power and her ability to change or resist it. lt helps

design an identity by pointing an "1", a subject, a person with a social map. That is to

say, feminist theory helps women to discover who they are, and to refuse to be what

they have been socialized to be (p1 1). As customers in this space, they will realize

their difference associated with their traditional culture aspects inside themselves and

how other ethnic groups see them; things like their different roles in work, home and



the society, how they socialize with others, and what they want to be or want not to be

Experiencing this shopping space is a process to help them discover all these ideas.

Jane Rendell has an argument in her Introduction of "the collection of essays on

the topic of Gender and Space": the study of gender and space is an ínterdisciplinary

one. Currently, those looking at gender in architecture have started to take their

inspìratíon from lhe work of feminists in other fields: namely, geography, anthropology,

cultural studies, film theory and art history, psychoanalysis, identity politics and

philosophy. Such fields are those concerned with space, the representation of space

and spatial metaphors. This is not a space as it has traditionally been defined by

architecture - the space of architectural designed buildings - but rather space as it is

found, used, occupied and transformed through everyday activities. The preliminary

purpose of this space has a function of social space for Chinese working women that

are a unique group. The activities of customers and how the customers interact with

the space will increase and expand the function of the space. lt happens through all

the activities, when they are appreciating the clothing, trying on clothing, watching the

landscape scene, using the computers in store, or waiting for their friends.

Rendell also argues in the same lntroduction that: making connections between

the spaces occupied by women and their social status relates to the work of feminist

geographers. Some feminists argue that gender makes a difference to the society that

we live in, to how we are treated and how we consider ourselves. These social

conditions will make some ìmpacts on the making and usage of the space through the

requirements of users. Since the incoming level and social status of the target



customers w¡ll influence their purchase, this can affect which type of clothing will be

sold here. These elements all will contribute to how this space forms and works.

Therefore, the clothing store designed for Chinese working women will

demonstrate the connection between space, women and culture; and how the users

will influence the space differently as a special group, due to their unique demographic

feature.

Retail design theory:

The goal of retail design is to enhance the space so as to encourage the sale of

merchandise. This goal is a paramount consideratíon because each retailer has

specific concerns. These concerns focus on providing sufficient space allowances for

the display of merchandise, prevention of shoplifting and internal theft, liability, image

of the facility, merchandise mix, space allocation and growth of the business.

(Piotrowski, M. C & Rogers. A. E, r999, p156).

To reach this goal there are many issues, one of them is to establish a brand

image for this products or the retail space. A branded space will promote the products

and attract target customers. According to the "branded place" concept of Guy Julier

(2000), we learn that branding collects cultural meanings. For this store it is a cultural

identity for Chinese working women. lt can make them feel that they have shared past,

cultures and values. ïhis may also attempt to encourage self-realization and self-

identity.

Based on the opinion of Sturken and Cartwright (2001), the role of the brand is

central to commodity culture (p227). They identify a brand as a product name that we



know about whether or not we own or ever intend to purchase the product (p206). The

product must acquire particular attributes, indicate a kind of lifestyle, and produce an

image of its potential consumer (p207). After a brand has formed, customers can

decide if they w¡ll purchase this product or have interest ¡n it. They can judge if this

brand image matches their requirements and l¡festyle.

Sturken and Cartwrighi (2001) also suggest that it has been argued that people

derived the¡r sense of own place in the world and their self-image at least in pañ

through therr purchases and use of commodities which seemed to g¡ve meaning to

their lives ¡n the absence of the meaning derived from a closer-knit community (p193).

As long as the target customers have been defined, the identity of consumer also can

affect design nature.

Sturken and Cartwright (2001) theorize that many people see themselves as

participating in multiculturalism simply by purchasing from other cultures and eating in

"ethnìc" restaurants. Consuming otherness is central to commodity culture in the global

era (p222). According to this theory, when mainstream women visit and shop in this

store, they are taking a chance to experíence another culture and are consuming

cultural "otherness".

Julier (2000) also discusses the idea of "globalization", which is a critical issue in a

multicultural country like Canada. He stated that: "Global cultural flow of ethnic groups,

media, technology, finance and ídeologies means that place and identity may be

understood in several different dimensions. Their shifting nature and rapid movement

continually disrupt unity of economics, culture and politics."(p141 ) The world is a global

village, people move across the world temporarily or permanently. For example,



people carry their customs, eating habits, and their ways of social interaction to the

new location. The population and consumption change due to the movement. It will

have a heavy impact on local economies; the politìcs will also be influenced by the

structure change of various ethnic groups. Different ethnic groups bring changes of

media, technology, and ideology. They can also form an ethnic group identity in a

different location. Thus, the group identity also has influence on the combination of the

urban identity. Further, it influences the combination of the society.

It is the interior designer's responsibility in the space planning processes to

present the client with the most functional plan. Designers need do their best to plan

space, using those fixtures that will give the store owners and managers the greatest

flexibility in merchandise display (p173). lmportant details include the specification of

fixtures, both flexible and fixed, furniture items and counter space. The selection of

color and materials are a little bit different for clothing store than other retail stores.

ïhe planning of non-sell¡ng area and the mechanical equipment that furnishes heating,

cooling, light, and other utilities are also very important part. And lighting - a very

important element in the retail store, also needs to be carefully considered to prevent

glare and veiling reflections. As well, designer need to help owners consider the

maintenance factor related to those techniques such as color blocking, how the space

can be well adapted to the usage and future changes after they have been handed

over to the retail owners.

It is important for interìor designers to make the shopping experience logical and

comprehensive; to design the space flexible enough for potential creative and flexible

placement; economical use of space and displays can be changed very quickly. The



success of any retail des¡gn rests also on how well ¡t can be maintained by those who

use it after the designer has moved on.

For the design of a clothing store, there are some basic principles designers

should follow - "These prìnciples include space planning for zoning, iraffic pattern

design, fixture placement, sales area planning, location of dressing rooms, and non-

selling spaces, colors and material specification, lighting, and acoustics."(p175). I

would argue that ihe design must also consider the cultural needs of the users

including multicu ltura lism and gender.

Chinese Retail Design History:

China is one of the oldesl civilizations of the world. lt has a long and abundant

retail history. ln the past, the traditional folk retail businesses in China mainly had three

forms: peddlers, family-shops and brokers. During the business hours, peddlers cry

the name of wares loudly to promote the goods and attract the customers. Famíly-

shops commonly hang up a shop sign, such as a logo or flag. Smaìl family businesses

place the retail space in the front of a building and the workshop in the back.

Sometimes the living space was ìn the same building too. Brokers walk around in the

street, and cry the name of the goods they are selling. Early forms of advertísements

one would encounter in the market were "cry voices", "shop sign" and "signboards".

ïhe "cry name for wares" has certain patterns and random sounds like they are

singing a song. Most shops choose texts of "auspicíous wishes", "lucky words" to use

as the shop sign. The signboards have many forms: us¡ng real goods, for example

"tires"; models made by metal or wood; flag or curtain, like a restaurant; text board, like



a tea shop; symbol¡c board, like a barbershop. Gathering and temple fair are the two

forms for larger folk market trade, which happened on a regular time or during holidays

(Yan Shu,2002, p.138)

ln the past, Chinese people usually did not have ready-made clothes. They

usually bought pieces of cloth. Rich people often used silks and satins and made the

clothing manually by a tailor, which looked more luxurious; while poor people often

used coarse cloth and sewed clothing by themselves, which was more focused on

strength and durabil¡ty.

Nowadays, in a metropolitan Chinese city Iike Beijing and Shanghai, retail stores

look quite similar to the store in North America. They are modern and fashionable.

Many ¡nternational brands have their sections or counters in a large department store,

as well as branded individual stores on lhe street.

Fashion History:

Fashion is the cultural symbol of a country and nation, it not only reflects people's

lifestyle and level, but also reflects people's ideo¡ogy and aesthetic conception.

Understanding fashion history can help us find out the connotation of national craft

culture, as well as grasping the art pattern of the changing in fashion. lt is also a

reflection of each nation's intellectual civilization level (Zhang, Xinke, 2003)

Batterberry (1982) states that "fashion, a social phenomenon, can be a powerful

force. Societies evolve for themselves a set of rules, and most people, consciously or

subconsciously, do their best to conform. lt is their relationship and goes it alone or

suffers the consequences" (p 6).



Through a review of fashion in 20th century, it is possible to see it as a

phenomenon of communication, social development, and reflection of aesthetic values

Fashion and art borrow from each other and both operate ¡n terms of illusion,

displacement, the virtual, multiple layers, and interweaving, and it is increasingly

difficult to differentiate between them. As Barbara Vinken has expressed it, "At the end

of the twentieth century fashion has become what art wanied to be: the spirit of the

age is manifested in it."(Buxbaum, 1999, p.13).

Fashion, as a true mode of self-expression, has been with us since humans

began to clothe themselves- The way a person chooses to wear garments marks them

as an individual. How and why men and women have branded themselves as

individuals or assimilated into a group ihrough their choice of clothes, accessories,

hairstyles and make-up, reveal how they want to appear, and the image they want to

project lo the outside world.

Mei Hua (2001) stated that each ethnic group has strong interests in studying the

fashion irends of other nations while they are still fond of their own fashion style. For

example, in Chinese metropolitan cities like Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong, the

fashion trend is keeping pace with international fashion trends. Even though people

are fond of international fashion brands and always have great pleasure catching

international trends, the traditional Chinese styles still keep developing. Traditional

style clothing is becoming more and more popular nowadays. Fashion trends from

more developed nations are the most direct, easiest and most eye-catchìng behavior

signature to learn from. The impact of "Globalization" on culture and vogue of different

regions all over the world is becoming more important. lt causes an era for "East-West



Merg¡ng" and "Culture-syncretism" world wide (Hua, 200'l ). The blending of the

distinguishing features in Western and Eastern cultures integrated into an organic

entity is a nonconvertìble history trace (Xianbin f ang,2002), because it is a time that

the world is more like a "global village". lt is ¡mpossíble to keep a certain kind of culture

pure and stand alone due to the change of the structure of world economy and the

influence of pluralistic consumer concept, especially in an immigrant country like

Canada, which is multi-culiural country and where heterogeneous cultures co-exist.

ln the fashion industry, designers realized a long time ago the importance of using

cultural elements. For example, on the fashion trend publishing stage of 200212003

fall/winter, many fashion designers used ethnic elements in their design, which is the

most important factor that makes their design unique and eye-catching. This trend

runs through the fashion show and causes a "Hot on Culture" and "Ethnic chic" in the

fashion industry (Ling Li, 2002). The main reason of the desígners' success is their

clever use of ethnic elements.

As in traditional Japanese clothing and famous traditional "Chinese dress", a culture

is revealed by its archìtecture, literature, art, foods and drinks, as well as clothing and

ornaments. Each ethnic group has its own cultural kaditions, religions and cusioms. The

cultural differences are embodied in the styles and colors of clothing and their matching

ornaments. Fashion is an rmportant aspect of culture; it plays a more and more important

role in contemporary culture through its style and material and also its romantic charm. lt

is a product of multi{houghts. "Chinese dress" blends Chinese 2D esthetic and western

3D modeling technology (Xianbin Tang, 2002). ln Chinese culture, people think that

clothing, food, living and transportation are four of the most important things in life.



Clothing is in the first place because in a country which values etiquette, people regard

clothing as a self decoration and an expression of their identity and status (Xianbin Tang,

2002).

Chinese traditional clothing has the following characteristics: 1) it uses styles to

disiinguish the social status of people, because cloth¡ng delivers messages about a

person's economic status, education level, social posit¡on, experiences, ethnic sense

and reliability (Meixia Li & Ke Li, 2003).2) the symbolic meaning of color changes

along with space and t¡me, for example, the feudal royal court had a preference for

yellow color; and red and white have different meanings in different cultures; 3) pattern

is one of the ¡mportant elements of clothing: For example, the use of the crane, tree,

peony, auspicious clouds and characters are commonly used as decorations on

clothing, 4) different career categories have different requirements for texture and

material, and 5) in certa¡n geographic areas, different clothing can distinguish elder

from younger.

Fashion is a word that means popular and frequently renewed clothing; it is a

phenomenon that happens in modern times. Fashion originally initiates from the

western world. From around the seventeen century, Paris becomes the center of

fashion; it spread out to Europe and America, and fater spread to Asia. The history of

Chinese fashion has an enormous change. Chinese fashion develops ups and downs

s¡nce it generated, as it only has nearly 100 years of history- lt generated along with

the new ages afterthe last young emperor resigned. After Chinese step out from the

banishment of the ancient clothing, the trend of fashion was raised from Shanghai in a

first place, which once acted as the center of the metropolitan modern life. Nostalgia



becomes a fashìon and trend. The clothing of Chinese women in modern times

embod¡es the beginning of the development of Chinese fashion, and this presents an

epoch-making change of fashion history. The start of Chinese fashion was a discovery

of self-value in a transform¡ng period and an era in which the social conception

changed. After the relief of the trade prohibition in Shanghai in the 30s, maierial for

clothing continuously came to Shanghai, and it acted like adding fuel and flames to a

reform of clothing (Ming chuan Zhang & Jing zhang,20O2)

According to Congwen Shen & Shu Wang (2004), Chinese women started

fondness of "Chinese dress", which develops from l\rlanchu women's clothing, since

the 20s. "Chinese dress" stresses the curvaceous nature of the human body; thus, it

became fashionable and never declined. ln 1929, the government prescribed that

"Blue six-button Chinese dress" as the formal attire for women. Through the constant

innovation during the 30s-40s, the length, collars and sleeves of "Chinese dress" had

many changes. lt finally became the typical national dress after the wonderful "Merge

of East and West". Entering into the 30s, women adorned themselves in vogue and

this becomes a popular atmosphere. With more and more foreign fabric coming into

China, various fashions, such as coats, vests, clocks, and western skirts became

trendy along the coastal areas. The global opening of Shanghai made itself a "Fashion

center". Magazines opened special columns and invited famous painters to design

new fashion, and fashion shows came to the sight of Chinese people in large cities.

Before the People's Republic of China was established, the costume of common

people was very different between urban and rural areas. Those who had energy and

money to pay more attention to cloihing were ¡n the minority. Thus, the new cloth¡ng of





Li, Yulin Zheng, Hao Shao & Cuiping Song, 2001). Fashion keeps changing and

developing as time goes by; it functions like a mirror of human hìstory. Nowadays,

fashion functions more as a symbol rather than its basic function as protection or the

envelope.

Dress as symbol - means that ones dress represents his/her sex, age group,

nationality, religìous affiliations, means of livelihood, social, economic, and marital

status, political or military rank, personal achievements, loyalties and beliefs, family

connect¡ons and state of mind. This is the reason different groups of people tend to

choose certain types of dress which can represent their respective stalus. Fashion,

being a main content for female shoppers, becomes a key to reveal identity- A change

in life style of working women will bring along the changes in retail style.

Chinese Shopping Culture:

From personal observation and experience as a workìng woman, in Chìnese

culture it is very common to shop in large groups as a social experience. A store that

has some unique character will attract peop¡e come to shopping and use as a social

activity- ln China, working women like to shop with fríends. When they purchase

clothing, they might give each other advice or even make decisions for close friends.

Working women may shop at lunch time or after work hour as a social activity. These

multiple needs can be met in a place where these working women can talk, drink and

respond to emails. This is a proposal for a new shopping typology based on the young

Asian lifestyle in North America.



Shopping behavior itself is not only a phenomenon in the economic category, but also

a cultural phenomenon. lt is influenced by one's cultural backgrounds and loyalty to

his/her own culture. lt is also a process of identifying and constructing oneself. Shopping

is a gendered activity that has special cultural meaning (Yuming Duan, 2003). Because

the cultural background of a customer affecis his/her personal taste and shopping

behavior, it plays an important role when he/she makes a purchasing decision. Shopping

behavior is a result of the interaction between culture, society and psychological factors.

Although some factors are not controlled by the retailers, these factors are very useful in

identifying those potential buyers who are interested in the products. (Xiaohui Li & Jun

Ning, 2000).

Each shopping culture has the following four characteristics: 1) The heritage and

development of traditional culture, 2) The impact of the current epoch, 3) The thoughts

of the current and future development of their own culiure, and 4) The attitude and

degree of absorption in relation to other cultures (Xianbin 1ang,2OO2). The analysis of

the target customers and those cultural factors is a useful method to improve the sales

and profit.

ln China, the target customer group of this specific store works in offices and are

referred to as "gold collar, p¡nk collar and white collar," which respeciively means

female Executives, Business owners and Joint Venture ofJice staffs. According to Ling

Li (2002), Women from these groups are perfectionist by nature. They set h¡gh

standards for themselves, and like to experience things by ihemselves rather been told

about everything. They do not act extravagantly, but they still attract the attention of



other people. They are smart women who know how to find the most suitable fashion

design for themselves.

To complete their desired self-image, they enjoy being identified by people from

their own "group", who usually have similar values, interests, behaviors and incomes.

They like to gather together with their same kind (Ling Li,2002). This group of women

is willing to spend money on things that beauiiful and pleasurable for them. The

process of shopping is much more ¡mpoftant than the result for them. The release of

tension through the shopping experience is much more attractive than the actual

purchase of an item (Mei Hua ,2002). Th¡s type can be classified as the

"entertainment" shopping type - who loves shopping (Yuming Duan, 2003). Fashion is

a useful method to help them to get the acceptance and recognit¡on of their own group

When they have time and extra money, they like go to shopping and share the

shopping experience with those from their groups. Usually, "seeking identical" is a

quite popular mentality among Chinese people for some cultural reasons, which would

make the popularity of a product change very fast.

Based on my experience as a Chinese woman living in North America, lfeel that

North American women have different shopping habits. Chinese women like go to

shopping in larger groups, and would like to ask their friends make decisions for them.

The market is composed of those who have the desire and ability to purchase. With

the increase of the awareness of the "Global village", there comes an era

characterized by a combination of eastern and western cultures. Western cultures

value high efficiency and eastern cultures are based on collectivism and the pursuit of

a wise lífe. (Elleopinion, p2B) The clothing industry is not only a fashion business, but



it is also more like managing a culture - a fashion culture, which conducts modern

fashion ideas but keeps the Chinese spirit. The aim of this clothing store ¡s not only

making this "East meet West" spirit ìnto a trend during a single season, but also putting

it into our life as a new life attitude, as well as a 21st century new culture. lts eastern

style storefront and Chinese style fashion can make this store a landmark in this

multiculiural community.

Working Women and Shopping:

"As women's lives change, though, their relationship to shopping must

evolve."(Underhill. P, 2000, p115). Shopping has accounted for a large portion of

women's life, and the relationship between women and shopping can be various along

with the changing of their life style and status.

Accordìng to Peterson (1992), when women entered the workplace it was one of

the most important trends to retailers of the 1970s and 1980s and will continue to be

so. This change has been almost revolutionary in North America. "lncreases in women

ín the work force obviously reduce the time available for purchasing and shopping.

One implication of this is that the shopping habits of the sexes will start to converge

and the typical retail shopping ratio of 70 female to 30 male may move closer to 60:40

by the end of the decade."(Peterson 1992)

ln the 1990s, many working women hit a "glass ceiling" in the corporate world and

were frustrated by the constra¡nts and inequities and were tired of being paid less than

males. These women are ready to explode new ventures, new adventures, and

motherhood. They represent real opportunities for retailers. (Peterson 1 992).



Returning from the work place, these women have more time and energy to spend on

shopping; they could bring more potential opportunities for the retail market.

ln the past, most women ìn China stayed in home taking care of family instead of

working outside. Now, women in China are free to choose staying home or going out

to work; and they have demonstrated excellent performance in the work place.

Especially in an ever-changing metropolitan city like Berjing or Shanghai, working

women in their late twenties and thirties are the mainstay of their companies - in

charge of theìr own work, they are busy and have medium to high level incomes. The

work life span for these women might be shoder than those in North America, so they

spend most of their time at work. Usually they are still single or have no children. They

like to meet other female friends in the same social group or friends with similar

interests after work hours, to exchange information and enjoy each other's company.

According to Underhlll (2000), shopping is still and will always be meant mostly for

females. Either returning from work place or still working on a professional job, women

like to shop with friends and demand more of shopping env¡ronments than men do.

They want environments where they can spend time and move about comfortably at

their own speed. They need to feel comfoñable in the shopping space; if they do not,

they will not pause for two seconds and certainly will not buy any of the products that

require a little study. Products like clothing need plenty of time to try on and observe-

The requirement of a welcoming and well considered space will be much higher than

other retail space due to the special user group. The use of shopping as a social

activity is very common in both China and North America. Shopping with a couple of

friends during the lunch break or after working hours, these working women need a



decent place to have all these activities - shop, talk, drink and responds emails.

shop like the one introduced in this practicum will provide a proper soc¡al space

their gathering.

Demographic and market:

Canada is a multicultural society where each ethnic group could follow their

culture and also appreciate the culture of others; each culture is enriching and

coniributing to the whole culture of the country. The population of immigrants is

increasing in Canada so as the Asian population; now there is a large Asian population

¡n large cities such as Vancouver and Toronto; many Asian women are involved in

professional work now. As well the data from Stat¡stic Canada shows that there still an

increasing Asian population in Canada (Statistic Canada, 2001), The data shows that

study about retail space for the Asian market in Canada is very usefuf .

Statistic Canada (2003) also offers some important data about retail clothing sales

in Canada: Consumers spend almosi as much on clothes and accessories as on gas

and motor oil. Women's clothing stores are still number one in retail: Of the $'1 1.5

billion spent on women's clothing and accessories in 2002, consumers spent $4.5

billion or 39% of this total in women's clothing stores. This market share, while still the

highest of the total spent, was down five percentage points from 44o/o in 1997.|n

contrast, shoppers spent about $3.3 billion at unisex clothing stores in 2002. This

accounied for 28% of the total, up a very significant seven percentage points from only

21%in1997. Mostof the remainder, aboul.260/o was spent at general merchandise

stores, which includes department stores. This proportion was down from 30% in

A
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'1997. Therefore, women's clothing shops are losing shares but are stlll no.'1- more

than one-half of every dollar spent on cloth¡ng and accessories in 2002 went towards

women's clothing and accessories. lVìen's clothing and accessories commanded a

comparatively smaller 29%, while clothing and accessories for girls, boys and infants,

and other apparel made up ihe rest. Men's clothing shops lost cons¡derable market

share. ln contrast to sales at women's clothing stores, which have been relatively

stable since the autumn of 2000, men's clothing outlets have suffered a dramatic

decline since the fall of 2000. They lost ground to unisex clothing retailers and durable

goods stores (of which spoding goods stores are a major component).

(http://www.statca n. calenq lish/resea rch ).

This data demonstrates that reta¡l design for women's clothing stores is a worthy

topic of study for the professional interior designer-

Most lmmigrants from Hong Kong during 1980s -1990s have settled in Vancouver,

which accounts for 17.2%o of its total population; while in recent years, most

independent immigrants from Mainland China like to settle in Toronto, which accounts

for B.7o/o of its total population. This phenomenon forms a situation that there are

richer Chinese in Vancouver than other cities, while recently more highly-educated

Chinese immigrants are in favor of ïoronto. Along with the increasing of new

immigrants' population in the whole nation, more and more Chinese immigrants also

choose to stay in cit¡es like Calgary or Winnipeg, but not as much as Vancouver and

Toronto. A store like this established in Winnipeg can improve the undersianding of

Chinese culture for other ethnic groups.



According to the data from Statistics Canada, 82% of Chinese-Canad ians live in

Ontario and BC; and 73o/o of Chinese-Canadians live in Toronto and Vancouver CMA.

There is an approximate age-group distributíon: 25-34 years accounts 14.7%, while

35-44 years accounts 18.9% of the total number of Chinese-Canadian in Canada. The

Chinese population accounts for 35% of the totaf Asian population in Canada with a

total number of I,029,400. The 2001 Census re-confirmed that the Chinese are the

largest visible-minority group in Canada-

Currently, the Chinese Population in Canada:

. Has increased by 2Oo/o from 1996

' Counts for 3.5o/o of the total nat¡onal population in 2001

. Counts for 26% of the visible minority population in 2001

Chinese is the ihird most widely spoken language in Canada beside English and

French. Chinese-Canadians are most loyal to their mother tongue compared to other

Iarge ethnic groups (Statistics Canada, 2001).

Even though the characteristics of Chinese populations in d¡fferent Canadian

c¡ties is slightly different, there are still many common character¡stics can be drawn

from the data. These studies quantitatively demonstrate that an increasing Chinese

population brings a potential market that could contribute to the economy of the nation.

Summary of Literature Review:

Through a review of the literature, the characteristics of retail space can be further

understood. Design language can be taken through the study of Chinese retail and

fashion history; the nature of the space can be based on the study of the requirements



and expectations of d¡fferent customers from different cultural backgrounds. The

characteristics of users and the cultural difference of retail design itself also can be

understood - the understanding of business is the precondition of a complete

successful design.

ln these literature reviews, "Feminist theory" is the theoretical base for this project,

the theories of "difference" and "plural¡stic culture" address the necessity of this project

and "retail design theory" ¡llustrates retail design goals and methods to reach these

goals. "Chinese retail design history" informs how to apply traditional Chinese retail

design elements into this design so that it can possess Chinese cultural characteristics;

"Fashion history" reflects the changes of cultural and life style through the

development and changing of Chinese fashion history. We observe that "Chinese

dress" and its changed forms displayed in this store will be an important factor to form

the store's image. Bringing ethnic elements into design is the trend in a time of

"Globalization"; this trend can also be applied into this store design. The study of

"Chinese shopping culture" will inform the space planning of this store so that it

satisfies the shopping habits of Chinese working women. "Working women and

shopping" section can provide a better understanding of the specific user group of this

store. The "Demographic and market" section uses research data, proving that this

practicum is a topic worthy of further study. These literature reviews are the

foundations for building the design concepts and strategies of this project and form â

space that satisfies the requirements of these user groups of target customers, sales

associates and the retail owners.





appreciation of modern design, which satisfies their needs in innovative ways.

The space reveals the complexity of Chou's ideas and his intense attenlion to

detail. He tries to make his work as complex as possible by use Chinese garden

theory and influence from Russia Construction ist, and he pays close attention to the

design of lighting and detail of pafts. Chou thinks that there is nothing worse than a

space that is mute. Chou points to his study of Chinese gardens as an influence to his

work where the layout of the garden presents a fully developed narrative as a visitor

walks through the garden. (http://www.toroniosoc¡etyofarchitects.cal)

Here is how Johnson Chou describes the space ¡n deta¡l: when you enter ¡nto this

space, you are confronted by what seems to be a gallery; a sweep of diaphanous

white space 1Oft high and divide along one inner edge into translucent glass alcoves,

which gives customers a very simply and clean rmpressíon. ln them, clothes are

displayed on stainless steel rails and cantilevered adjustable shelved. Floating off the

surface of one frosted glass wall of each alcove, apparently barely attached, is a

pivoting plane of mirror glass, counter-balanced and spring tensioned and invisibly

fixed to a square column on the other side of the glass. A refined piece of engineering

(and development of a moving table and wall at Archive), the plane of glass is a mirror

when upright and a reflective table when swung into a horizontal position.

This space demonstrates how the designer appreciates traditional Chinese

gardens - the layering employed by their designers, their use of metaphor and

creation of narrative through movement. As well, the influences from Russian

Constructivism can be detected in moving components, in pivoting surfaces and





¡nspiration behind it. A ìongstanding dedication to innovation and exotic imagery,

Vivienne Tam has been deemed one of the world's most passionate and symbolic

designers in fashion today.

Born in Canton, China, Vivienne Tam moved to Hong Kong when she was three

years old. Her bi-cultural upbringing in the then British colony was the first stage in the

development of her signature East-meets-Wesl style. She is a leading fashion

designer, whose company produces, designs and markets women's contemporary

apparel distributed in major department stores, specialty stores and independent

boutiques throughout the U.S. The Company also has a sirong presence in the Asia

Pacific region with over 25 freestanding stores and in-store boutiques.

( http://wvwv. viviennetam.com/).

The Vivienne Tam brand's unique pos¡tioning - designs that meld the aesthetic and

feminine mystique of Asia with the spirii of the modern world - is well recognized in

both the U.S. and Asia. The Company's philosophy is to create harmonious clothing

that enhances one's personality while at the same time provide fashionable clothing for

modern women that is beautifully designed, superior in quality, wearable, easy to

travel with and affordable (http://www.viviennetam.com/).

The opening of a New York flagship shop at 99 Greene Street provided her not

only with a retail presence, but also the opportunity to explore her "East meets west"

philosophy in another design medium. Draw¡ng on her heritage, she transformed a

classic 2,500-sq.ft. SOHO loft space (formerly the Barbara Galdstone Gallery) into an

environment enriched w¡th tantalizing elements and symbols of her Chinese roots.



A focal wall is punctured with the Chinese character depicting dou ble-ha ppiness

and guarded by a pair of Fu dogs, and kitsch pieces from the'50s given new life here.

An antique carved screen and red wall, both with indelible associations to China, mark

ihe accessories and dressing room area, while a maze-like display wall was specially

made in Japan to house collected ceramics and for-sale items from Tam's line. Display

cases are similarly unique, crafted in Hong Kong from antique screens and glass

panes. Classic Ming-style chairs were newly made in China. While Tam herself

assumes design credit, she called in a Feng Shui master for placement advice. (Edie

Cohen, 1998)

This space shows that how Vivienne Tam alludes to her Asian heritage in design of

her flagship New York shop; how she brings in the cultural elements by either use the

item directly, such as ''a pair of Fu dogs", "a maze-like display wall" and "an antique

carved screen"; or use the changed forms of Chinese elements, such as "the Chinese

character depicting dou ble-happiness" and the pattern of Chairman's portrait on the

coat she designed, while the use of color and space planning are contemporary

methods. The "East meets west" philosophy emphasized in this store design is also

deeply rooted in her fashion design, which forms a clean image of her store. The

region also has proper space allocation, for example the seating area, the display of

merchandise and the space dividing.

3. Journey to the West (Hanfeng's new apartment in an airy New York loft).





but also that "des¡gn" as a term we casually bandy bears little actual relationship to the

more mysterious quotient of the real thing (Judith Nasatir, 1998).

Han Feng , who moved to the States in 1985 to make a career in fashion after

studying design at the Zhejiang Academy of Fine Ar1s in Hangzhou, China, used to live

in the landmark Ansonia, one of the Upper West Side's more eccentric, and indeed

fabulous, apartment buildings. When she began look for her next apadment, she knew

she wanted a loft and a change in living siyle (Judith Nasatir, 1998).

Han Feng thinks this interior is very influenced by Asia. This empty space is a

very basic square, like the traditional kinds of spaces in China. Contrary to

expectations, most of the furniture in the apartment is Western. Han Feng, whose

clothes merge elements of East and West, has implemented the same aesthetic in her

loft. The 3O0-year-old carved wood doors used to separate the bedroom from the

apartment's public spaces are among her few p¡eces of Asian furniture. Several large

iansu chests, strategically placed throughout the interior, provide additional storage

space. She has long collected furniture by Josef Hoffmann, which fills this space.

"Josef Hoffmann and many if the other European designers from early in this century

were very much influenced by Japanese and Asian design, so a lot of the pieces I own

have that sense about them. ïhere is a similar linear element as in Ming design, which

also influences my clothing," she commented. Other than use the former device of

doors to separate the bedroom, Han Feng created distinct areas in the loft by furniture

placement and the clever use of white fabrics of different weaves and translucencies,

from canvas to mosquito netting. (Judith Nasatir, '1998)





Figure 1 5: The interior view of the store

Figure 16: The vìew of the stair

Figure 17: The interior view of the store

Figure 1B: The view of sculpture at entrance

(Si Chen,2004, Shop, P94-101)

Here is another example of a recent fashion brand and its retail store.

"Layefe" is a brand created by the famous Chinese painter Chen, Yifei. The style

of this brand is succinct, simple and elegant. lt emphasizes ihe fashion, the

individuality and the comparative feminizaiion of design style embodied in the elegant

color and subtle fabric. This brand is aimed at metropolitan working women aged 20-

35 years old. After many years of wandering in the field of art and the industry, Chen

Yifei had profound feeling and became uniquely and originally aware of the female,

beauty and fashion. Based on his yearning for clothing, and his happy desire to remold

the Chinese female with his esthetic art, Chen took the lead to promote his own female

attire brand - "Layefe" in Shanghai in March, 1998.

"Layefe" is the French name of the female brand of attire. The brand was

registered at the same time in New York and Shanghai. At the birth of this brand, it

was surrounded by a strong aftistic and modern management atmosphere. The style

of "Layefe " female attire is just like his painting, which inherits the romantic realism

style by following fine meticulous care and the exquisite perfect criterion. Additionally,

it fused the beautiful special characteristic of East and West to oneness.



As the designer of "Layefe ", Chen set up the clear market aim causing its overall

image plan to be of simple and outstanding style. The entire color pallet leans toward

simple and elegant, ash, black, white, dark blue, and the color of coffee. These colors

account for lhe greatest proportion of colors in this brand. The lining is mainly fiber

textile and the natural mixed fabric of linter textile fiber. lt focuses on the texture sense

of pattern and the effect of skin texture, while it also conforms to the needs of

consumers by not requiring ironing. The clothing of "Layefe" focus on the professional

work clothes, the skirt. lt pursues the style of simple, natural; it takes the neutral

pathway of leisure and occupation, with a small batch and many patterns. The

exquisite craft and the mold initiate the superior, sprightly, the pretty new image of the

modern female at its utmost. The accessory series of "Layefe" includes bags, shoes

and jewelry. This is still the origination among the domestic brands. The accessories

carry on the graceful quality and the style of the fashionable clothing series on design,

selecting the material, and using colors.

"Layefe" received the favor of Chinese professional female when it went on the

market. lt has opened individual counters and shops in many major and medium-size

cities in China and has had very good sales achievements. lt gains very high prestige

in both domestic and foreign markets. Ihe famous America magazine "Vogue" had a

special report about "Layefe" in September 1998, cíted as a clothing art model in the

Chinese contemporary fashion industry.

(http://wvwv.online.tj.cn/life/fashion/famous/1 1.htm).





Location:

71 0 Corydon Street - the center of Corydon Street.

Building Description:

A one-story office space newly built in 1991 with a street front made by concrete,

steel and glass in Corydon Street. lt is convenient for shoppers to access, and it is

also well exposed to this multicultural community.

Contextual Description and Analysis:

Choosing a street front site rather than a space in a mall is preferable for the

following two reasons: First, a store's exterior design is the first major impression that

customers have about of the store. The primary function of exterior design is to

enhance the exposure of the store to the public via passing automobile and

pedestrians. A store that has a street front can attract a potential customer

immediately. Second, the traditional Chinese store usually chooses a street front

where an obvious signboard can be seen right away when pedestrian pass by the store,

and according to the signage and other exterior decoration, they can gain an

impression about this store immediately and decide whether they want come in or not.

Many store owners view the entrance door as an important part of the visual

appeal and customer recognition of the store. A well-designed storefront can catch

the attention of pedestrians, acting as an ¡nvitation to enter.

The site is spacious and a proper size for a branded clothing store, especially

after adding another story on the top of the existing building, where it then has enough



space to fulfill the function in lhe proposal. lt is a wonderful space to explore the

theor¡es and the tentative ideas for this project.

Human Factors:

User's Profile:

This fashion store targets professional working women in their late twenties

and thifties with an medium to high income. These customers are willing to spend more

money on their fashion shopping (Ling Li, 2002). These women often work under

pressure. They are often ¡n charge of their own work, and they are seeking a place they

can relax and communicate w¡th their friends or make new friends while conducting

their fashion shopp¡ng. They are lawyers, managers, bank associates and business

women. The other users group ¡s sales associates of the retail environment. They are

required to maintain the environment for customers. They are knowledgeable

about their products and take care of the running of the tea and electrical facilities,

and fash¡on.

Behavioral Needs:

Customers need display units, changing areas, and seating areas, spaces for

computer usage, washroom, an adjusting platform and a workstation for tailor- Sales

associates will need a cashier station for two cash machines, a storage area with

adequate f¡xtures, an office for clerical activities, display units, and a loading area.

Activities:





- Vender Shop Concepts;

Steps;

Define Objective (nature of this store) - Market Strategy - Concept development -
Design Refinement - Program lmplementation - Deliver Marketplace lmpact

Findings Summary:

Through the literature review, I gained basic knowledge of retail industry, fashion

history, theories and cultural differences. From the case studies of three retail spaces,

we can see examples demonstrating how to reach a successful design that combine

both east and west cultural elements in it. Content analysis gives more informaiion on

the history of the development of retail design and fashion design and to what extent

this type of space is important under the current social situation.

The programming process of this study will provide designers with a clear idea of

the project's scope and the criteria for a successful solution. ln addition, the chad

gives a clear process of the project's metamorphosis.

Design Concept:

Living in a tense and busy world in the 21"tcentury, people are yearning for an

easy and relaxing life style. Creating a spatial imagery of this space meets urban

people's need of an emotional tie to nature. Modern commercial space needs to

consider the spatial imagery and create a poetic-like space culture through some

technical methods, which is the consequence of consumer culture. Creating the spatial

imagery will be revealed by creating light, sound, shape and plants in the space. The



spatial imagery of this space will be a modern relaxing shopping space rooted in

Chinese culture.

ln this padicular store, when pedestrians pass by the store, they will notice the

unique logo of a trad¡tional "Ru Yi" pattern and Chinese characters on the double glass

doors and signage board. The meaning of "Ru Yi" is "as one wishes", and the image of

the logo give the feel of "satisfaction". lt is kind of Chinese tradition that retail store

often use a name of "good fortune" and "good wish" to bring good luck to the business.

This brand image will provide pad of the experience of Chinese culture.

They can also get a glimpse of the simple Chinese garden with bamboos and

stones; they can see the inside through the window ofthe store through the wave

shades of these bamboos as well as the subtle lighting and clothing; the curved stair

and the partítions around it. These views might pique their interest in the store and

incite them into it.

When they enter into the store, they see the garden and the ancient dísplay show

cart, which will give a Chinese atmosphere to the space. A water fall with a

background of cultured stone wall gives visitors a deep impression. lt also brings the

pleasure of sound and freshness of a Chinese garden feel. The curved floor pattern

and the stair design imply the ancient Chinese philosophy of "Yin" and "Yang". Music

will be played all the time, which will be played by traditional Chinese musical

instruments "Si zhu".

A Tailor will work on the second floor and a T-stage shaped platform will enter into

the viewer's eyesight immediately when they arriving at the second floor. A garden-like

partition with stones in the front and the bamboos behind it, which can be seen



through from the framed window will continues the Chinese garden feel. Customers

can check the display products or go to the tea area, have a seat and talk to friends

while appreciating the water fall and listening to the sound of "nature". There are also

changing ìmages from the projectors on the east wall of the space, which display

Chinese fashion and give customers exposure to the latest collection. The projectors

will be installed on the síde edge of the second floor. Shoppers will encounter the

Chinese cultural elements through out the space and can apprec¡ate the beautiful

Chinese clothing.

Design Strategies:

These design philosophies are based on the studies in the previous sections.

Just like the sculpture of the human body is the typical symbol of western wisdom and

culture, western sculpture is the manifesto of human separating from and conquer¡ng

nature, whereas Chinese landscape is the eulogizíng poem of complying with nature

and the idea of "the nature and man unite as one" in Chinese philosophy (Dingzeng

Ai, 1990). Bringing in landscape philosophy in this design is the best way to reveal

Chinese culture. Beside this philosophy, there are seven more philosophies applied in

this design option:

1) Use curved lines, soft lighiing, water and bamboos to create a feminine feel. The

softness (Yin) of water is the best implication of "Yin" in Chinese traditional

aesthetic ideology.

2) This design uses the "branded place" ideas, specifícally an ancient "auspicious"

Chinese pattern - "Ru yi" as the store's logo and name.



3) Chinese "Yin Yang" philosophy is used in relation to spatial divisions, contrast of

colors and materials in this design. ln Chinese astrology, YIN represents the

female, negative, darkness, softness, moisture, night-time, even numbers and

docile aspects of things. YANG represents lhe male, posit¡ve, brightness,

hardness, dryness, day{ime, odd numbers and dominant aspects. YIN and YANG

are continually ¡n a state of flux and always looking for the BALANCE point. One

moves, the other responds.

(http:/iwww.chineseastroloqvonline.com/vinvanq5e. htm). The curved line running

through the space and the casher station combined a changed shape of "Yin Yang"

The contrast of materials used on the floor is another form of expression of "Yin

Yang". ïhese elements imply the characteristic of this gender specific space and

the feeling of femininity.

The "Courtyard" concept from old style Chinese residences used here in space

construction will bring an atmosphere of Chinese environment, because

"Courtyard" is the representation of China's superb architectural art and Beijing's

long-standíng traditional culture (Li Mingde, 2003).

ïhe content of Chinese natural style landscape is also the main theme in traditional

Chinese painting, which is bridges, flowing water, pavilions and stones. According

to Chinese Landscape philosophy, eastern people adapt themselves to nature.

"The nature and man unite as one" is the core ideology of Ch¡nese philosophy. The

spir¡t of unity and harmony wrth nature is the real spirit of Chinese garden making.

Chinese landscape is an important part of Chinese culture. Using landscape design

4)

5)



6)

iheories will bring the Chinese culture into this space. This is also a factor that

makes the store form a unique brand image rather than a normal clothing store.

"Metal, wood, water, fire, earth" are the five basic elements in Chinese Astrology.

"Everything, including humans, in the universe (between Heaven and Earth) must

have a relationship with these five elements. Consequently, Chinese people trìed to

apply the five elements not only to every physical thing in the world, but also to the

Colors, Directions, Seasons and Sounds. They even applied these elements to the

Years, Months, Days, Hours, Minutes and Seconds of ihe Chinese calendar." The

"element" in Chinese also means IVIOVEMENT, CHANGEABLE and

DEVELOPMENT". They are revealed from colors and materials in this design.

Use plants to adjusl the energy in this space. Plants are the generous gifts that our

Mother Nature g¡ves to the earth. Planis have two functions: 1) it has important

aesthetic function for constructing a scene with expressìon; 2) it ¡s an

environmental product that purifies air, and reduces noise. Plants are the best

media between humans and nature. Each plant has a different symbolic meaning;

for example: Bamboo represents prosperity and growth, the Money plant

represents fortune, lotus symbolizes peace and harmony, and lvy vine-plants have

a negative meaning, which is gossip and adulterous. "Bamboo culture" has heavy

influence in Chinese culture and it is an important part of it. lt can be observed from

the content of traditional Chinese paintings, calligraphies, and ancient poems. The

use of bamboo in ihis space will help to create delightful scenery, and bring

prosperity and growth for customers.

7)



B) Use 5 typical traditional Chinese colors - "black, white, grey, gold and silver" to

create the cultural atmosphere and set off the rich colors of the clothing.

Conclus ion:

The current Asian population is increasing greatly in Canada. Chinese immigrants

resiruciure their cultural identity when they enter into this new country and adopt

themselves to lhe new society. ln the same time, they are still keeping their eating,

shopping habits and the lraditional cultural heritage, for example, gathering is part of

the Chinese culture. As working women in Canada, Chinese women still have their

own way of gathering and shopping. Clothing shopping is also the main part of

women's daily life.

A space that can provide them a unique shopping experience and a place to

reveal their own culture, as well as a soc¡al activity, will be a delightful space. This

Chinese style fashion stores will enrich Chinese working women's life by providing a

cultural and social place for them. A store which attracts th¡s target user group can

also bring profit to the owner. As well, this cultural gathering space will contribute to a

multicultural environment in the local community by attracting local working women as

an alternative shopping choice. With the increasing Chinese population, this Chinese

style clothing store will have a prosperous market and can become a unique branded

place. All in all, a unique fashion store designed for Chinese working women in

Canada is a challenging but rewarding task that is worthy of study. As well, the study

on similarities and differences of eastern and western cultures is more popular now.



The study of this space is based on the rich information through the examining of

feminist theory and the research of Chinese retail history, fashion history, Chinese

landscape philosophy and Chinese Astrology. Based on previous studies, a store that

combined eâstern and western cultural elements placed in a multicultural communìty

is a prototype store that can relocate to other cities. This siudy is not a simple work

just about the designing of this space, but it is also about designing the future and

quality for a group of people - the target customers.
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APPENDIXS - DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS,



Appendix A: Floor and Ceiling Fínish

ROOM/AREA
NAME

FLOOR BASE
BOARD

CEILING NOTE

HEIGHT ryPE FINISH

ENTRANCE
AREA

Concrete
polished
floor

N/A N/A N/A N/A

FOYER Concrete
polished
floor

N/A 3.4M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted

GARDEN
AREA

Stone pave
& Soil

N/A 7.6M Structural
Ceiling

Painted

FIRST
FLOOR
REATIL
AREA(EAST}

Wood floor Wood 7.6M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted

FIRST
FLOOR
REATIL
AREAfWEST)

Carpel N/A 3.4M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted

WASHROOM Vinyl tile N/A 3.0M Drop
Ceiling

Tiles

STORAGE
ROOM

uoncrete
polished
floor

N/A 4.0M Structural
Ceiling

Painted

SECOND
FLOOR
REATIL
AREA

Carpet N/A 3.5M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted

OFFICE Carpet N/A 3.4M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Tiles

TAILOR'S
WORK
AREA

Carpel N/A 3.4M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted



PLATFORM Wood floor Wood 3.3M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted

STAIR
AREA

Reinforced
glass

Steel 7.5M Drywall
& Drop
Ceiling

Painted



Appendix B: Wall Finish

ROOM/AREA
NAME

NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST

EXTERIOR
WALL

Cultured
stone

Existìng
finish

Existíng
finish

Existing
finish

GARDEN
AREA

Glass &
Stainless
Steel frame

Glass panels N/A Cultured
stone & indoor
waterfalls

FOYER Glass &
Stainless
Steel frame

Painted Glass &
Stainless
Steel frame

Glass panels

FIRST
FLOOR
RETAIL
AREA(EAST)

Glass &
Stainless
Steel frame

Painted Painted Painted

FIRST
FLOOR
RETAIL
AREAfWESTì

N/A Painted Painted Painted

SECOND
FLOOR
RETAIL
AREA

Glass &
Stainless
Steel frame

Painted Painted Painted

WASHROOM Mosaic Tiles Mosaic Tiles Mirror Mosaic Tiles

STAIR AREA N/A N/A N/A N/A

RACK WALL Painted N/A Painied Painted

ACCENT
WALL

Painted Painted Painted Paínted

OFFICE Painted Painted Painted Painted

PLATFORM
AREA

Mirror with
Stainless steel
backboard

Painted Painted Mirror with
Stainless steel
backboard

STORAGE
ROOM

Painted Painted Painted Painted





















Appendix F. Design Drawings

Drawings are not to scale due to document sizing
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